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Executive Summary

The work that is the principal subject of this report is covered by Task 3 of Project YZ-2-11215-1, "Diesel
Fuel Component Contributions to Engine Emissions Performance." The technique used in this study
resembled other petroleum assays, resulting in the name Diesel Fuel Assay. The present report builds on
the previous tasks and earlier reports to describe a Clean Fuel Study of low-emissions test fuels.

Introduction

The emissions characteristics of diesel engines are dominated by current engine design parameters as long
as the fuels conform to the current industry-accepted specifications. The current and future emissions
standard, are low enough that the fuel properties and compositions arc starting to play a more significant
role in meeting the emerging standards. The potential role of the fuel composition has been recognized
by state and federal government agencies, and for the first time, fuel specifications have become part of
the emissions control legislation.

Background

The overall goal of this project was to develop relationships between the composition and properties of
various petroleum and altemative fuel stocks and the emissions and combustion characteristics of these
fuels. This was done in a series of experiments in which several fuels were tested in both a constant
volume combustion apparatus and a single-cylinder research engine. The results of the fuel processing
and characterization studies, and the preliminary engine test fuels were reported in three, peer-reviewed
technical papers. The immediate goals of the Clean Fuel Study are discussion of the results of statistical
analysis of these data, and the utilization of the results of these analyses to develop several formulations
of low emissions diesel fuels.

Approach

In this work, five different fuel feed and blend stocks were hydrotreated to two levels of sulfur and
aromatic content. These materials were then each distilled to seven or eight fractions of congruent boiling
points. After this, the raw materials and all of the fractions were characterized by a complement of tests
from American Society for Testing and Materials and by hydrocarbon-type analyses. The sample matrix
was subjected to a series of combustion bomb and engine tests to determine the ignition, combustion, and
emissions characteristics of each of the 80 test materials.

Results

The resulting data base was used in statistical analyses to develop relationships between the emissions
characteristics and the fuel properties and composition measurements. The results of these analyses
indicated linear relationships for.

• NOx • Hydrocarbons
• Smoke • Cetanenumber.

As an application of the emissions correlations, low-emissions test fuels were formulated. Linear
programming teclmiques were used to formulate 10 different compositions to meet specific emissions
targets designed to approachfuture emissions standards. Thetrends for the predicted emissions levels and
the actual emissions agreedwith each other for the speed-load range of the engine test. The measured
emissions characteristics were, in fact. much better than the target values or even the corresponding
baseline data for most of the low-emissions fuels.
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Introduction

The emissions characteristics of both spark ignition and diesel engines are dominated by engine design
parameters as long as the fuels conform to the current industry-accepted specifications. The current and
future emissions standards, however, are so low that the fuel properties and composition are starting to
play a more significant role in the meeting the emerging standards. The potential role of the fuel
composition has been recognized by state and federal government agencies, and for the first-time, fuel
specifications have become part of the emissions control legislation.

The Alternative Fuels Utilizdtion Program (AFt) foresaw the need for a base case against which to
compare the performance of alternative fuels and initiated the Diesel Fuel Assay. The need for
comparativeemissionsperformanceappliesequallyto all alternativefuels, and the inclusionof one such
alternativestock, indirect liquefactioncoal diesel, gives detail for the applicationof the results of the
assay.

Diesel fuel reformulationis under way in the UnitedStates,with limits imposedby the Environmental
Protection Agency on the sulfur content (0.05 mass %) and a lower limit on the cetane index of 40. The
State of California is imposing an additional limitation on the effective maximum concentration of
aromatics, at 10 volume %. The results of the Coordinating Research Council VE (Vehicle Emissions)

Program reported by LrUman 1989, indicate that the limits on sulfur and aromatics are consistent with the
research, but the cetane number (CN) was also shown to be importanL More recent work by McCarthy
(1992, Miyamoto et al. (1992) and Nikanjam (1993) support these findings on the CN for nitric oxide and
the paniculate emissions. Betts et aL (1992) and Cowley et aL (1993), however, concluded that the
aromatic content is not important in controlling the paniculate emissions.

The current understanding of the effects of diesel-fuel properties on engine emissions is summarized in
Table 1 for the particulate emissions and in Table 2 for nitric oxide (NOx) emissions. The arrows
indicates the direction of change of the emissions as the property is increased. Missing arrows indicate
that the author did not examine the particular property. The trends include those reported by the authors
mentioned above, as well as others. The consensus is that the particulate emissions are controlled by the
aromatic content, the CN, and the sulfur contem, and to a lesser extent by the high end of the distillation
range and the density. The nitric oxides are controlled by the aromatics and the CN, with one author
reporting an effect of sulfur and distillation and another reporting an effect of the density.

The goal of the work reported here was to develop the start of a data base describing, in greater detail,
the relationship between properties and composition of the fuel and diesel engine ignition, combustion,
and emissions. The approach included the use of a large fuel matrix that utilized feed stocks and
processing steps that are representative of current refining practice, detailed analysis of those test fuels,
and both engine and combustion bomb testing of narrow-boiling distillation fractions of the fuels. The
test fuels were a straight-run diesel, light cycle oil, light corer gas oil, and two Fischer-Tropsch coal
liquids. The petroleum stocks that were chosen emphasized aromatics-bearing streams, light cycle oil and
light corer gas oil, which represent the greatest challenge to performance and emissions. The results of
the fuel preparation and characterization work were presented previously Erwin (1992). The results of
the combustion bomb experiments were described by Ryan (1993), and preliminary analysis of the engine
test results were also reported. A complete listing of the experimental _sults and summaries of the fuel
property data are presented in that reference. Details of the statistical analysis of the engine test data are

given in this report. In addition, the results of the statistical analysis were used to design several "low-
emissions" fuels. The engine test results for these fuels are also presented and compared to emissions
targets and with predictions from the statistical analysis.



Table 1. _ Understanding (Particulate)

Author Aromatic Cetane Sulfur Distillation Density
i

Budey (1979) $ T T

Tosaka (1989) 1`

UIIman (1989) 1" $$ T 1`

McCarthy(1992) 1" $ $

Asumi (1992) 1" T

Betts(1992) Not $ T 1" 1"

Nikanjam (1993) $

Miyamoto(1992) 1" $

Cowley (1993) Not $ 1" 1"

Bertoli(1993) 1" 1' 1` Not T

Ryan (1989) 1` 1` 1`
i i i ,,.

Table 2. (::talmtt Undellltandlng (Nitric Oxide)
i i

Author Aromatic Cetane Sulfur Distillation Density
i m ... i

Burley (1979)

Tosaka (1989)

UIIman (1989) 1` $ $ $

McCarthy (1992) 1" $ $

Asumi (1992) 1"

Betts (1992)

Nikanjam (1993) 1" $

Miyamoto (1992) 1" $

Cowley (1993)

Bertoli (1993) $

Ryan (1989) 1" 1"



Experimental Apparatus and Procedures
Details of the engine and the test procedurewere presented previously (Ryan 1993). The most important
aspects of that description are repeated here for convenience. Two types of engine experiments were
performed. Each fuel was ratedfor ignition quality following a modified cetane rating procedure that
accounted for the differences in design and operationof the test engine comparedto those of the standard
Consolidated Fuels Research (CFR) engine of AmericanSociety for Testing and Materials (ASTM) D 613
method. The fuels were also tested for emissions and performance at five different speed-load test
conditions, representative of different operating regimes of the engine. Details of the engine design and
configuration are reviewed in this section. In addition, the test conditions, procedures, and fuel _natrix
are described in detail.

Test Engine

The test engine is a specially designed, single-cylinderresearchengine. The configuration consists of a
two-valve, direct-injection design with the added feature of variable compression ratio, achieved by
movingthe head andcylinder liner assemblyrelative to the centerlineof the crankshaft. A variationfrom
12:1to 20:1 compression ratio was possible in the configurationused for these experiments. The engine
is geometrically similar to currenttwo-valve engines, with a similarbore-to-strokeratio and a shrouded
intakevalve to producea swift ratioof 2.7. Detailsof the engine configurationarepresentedin Table3.

Table3. EngineSpecifications
i i

Bore x Stroke (ram) 96.5 x 95.3

RodLength(ram) 166.5

CompressionRatio 12:1to 20:1

Displacement(cc) 767.2

DeckHeight(ram) 7.9 to 0.4

InjectionPump(ram× ram) 11 x 11

InjectionPressure(MPa) 100

CombustionChamber MexicanHat

Re-entrant

Re-entrantAngle 25°

BowlOpening(ram) 43.3

BowlDepth(mm) 19.3

SwirlRatio 2.7

The ignition quality rating procedurerequiredthe use of the variable compression ratio feature of the
engine. Changing the compressionratio,however, also changes the deck height and the resulting squish
velocities and optimumfuel sprayangles. Itwas felt that the variationin squish velocity would have little
impacton the ignition rating, butdeviationfromthe optimum spray angle could result in fuel impingement
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outside the combustionchamberbowl. The ignitionquality rating was therefore performedusing a six-
hole by 0.20-mm diameter injection nozzle tip with a 110 degrees spray angle, to ensure that fuel injection
was always completed inside the combustionchamber bowl. The performance and emissions testing, on
the other hand, was performed at a fixed compression ratio, 17.9:1, so that it was possible to select an
optimum injection nozzle tip configuration, which was determined to include four holes of 0.23-mm
diameter and a spray angle of 140 degrees (Ryan 1993).

Test Procedures

The proceduredeveloped for ignition quality rating was based on operating the engine on a selected
"standard condition" for both the test fuels and selected blends of the primary reference fuels for cetane
rating (hexadecane with a CN of 100, and heptamethylnonane with a CN of 15). The conditions that were
selected for this work are listed in Table 4. The injection timing was fixed at 12 degrees Before Top
Dead Center (BTDC). The engine was operated on each reference fuel blend, and the compression ratio
varied until ignition occurred at Top Dead Center (TDC). A calibration curve was developed in which
the CN was presented as a function of the compression ratio. The test fuels were then run at the "standard
condition," and the compression ratio was varied to give ignition at TDC. This compression ratio was
used with the calibration curve to determine the CN.

Table 4. Test Conditionsfor IgnitionQuality Rating

Speed 900 rpm

Air/FuelRatio(A/F) 50:1

InjectionTiming 12" BTDC

IntakeTemperature 38"C

IntakePressure 115kPa

CoolantTemperature 66"C

Performance and emissions data were obtained at five test conditions. These data consisted of the normal

power and efficiency measurements, engine heat-releaseanalysis, and gaseous emissions and smoke. The
test conditions included rated torque at fixed timing (Mode 1), rated torque using the best torque timing
for each fuel (Mode 2), and three-part load conditions at the rated power speed (Modes 3-5). Details of
the five sets of conditions are presented in Table 5.

Instrumentation

The amounts of test fuel available for testing were generally limited. Efforts were therefore made to
minimize the quantity of fuel required for flushing and filling the fuel system. Fuel flow was measured
volumetrically using a calibrated burette that was connected to both the fill and return ports of the
injection pump. The intake air was supplied using a large compressor. The air temperature, pressure, and
humidity were all controlled. Air flow rate was measured and controlled using a metering control valve.

The engine temperatures and pressures were monitored using a personal-computer-based data acquisition
system that logged the data every 30 seconds. A water-cooled piezoelectric pressure transducer was
installed in the combustion chamber for measurement of the cylinder pressure. These data and the



Table 5. Test Conditions for Performance and Emissions

I
!

Designation Speed A/F InjectionTiming i

Mode 1 1200 28:1 3° BTDC (rate torque)

Mode2 1200 28:1 Variable (besttorquetiming)

Mode3 1500 28:1 3° BTDC (part load)

Mode4 1500 40:1 3° BTDC (part load)

Mode5 1500 50:1 3° BTDC (part load)

correspondinginjection pressureand nozzle needle lift data were logged every 0.5 degreesof crankshaft
rotation, using a Preston Scientific A/D and a Hewlett Packard Ag00 computer system. A First Law
analysisof the cylinder pressurewas used to compute the heat-release rates. These analyses gave an
indication of the quality of combustion.

The exhaust emissionswere sampleddownstreamof a mixing tank located in the exhaust of the engine.
The gases were analyzed for CO2 and CO using nondispersive infrared. Hydrocarbons were measured
using a flame ionization detector. Nitric oxideswere measuredusing a chemiluminescence instrument.
Smokewas determinedusing a Boschsmokemeter.

Test Fuels

Two setsof testfuels were preparedfor usein this work. The first setconsistedof a large matrix of fuels
and fuel fractions that were selectedand preparedspecifically to examine the effects of fuel source,
processi,'_ghistory,andpropertiesonemissions. Thetest resultswere for developingrelationshipsbetween
the properties and the emissions. The properties of the base stocks and fractions are presentedin
Appendix C. These relationships were then the basisused to design a second set of "low- emissions"
diesel fuels.

Test Fuel Matrix

Details of the fuel selection, preparation, and analysis were presentedin a previous publication (Erwin
1992). Five different diesel fuel feed and blending stocks were selectedto be representativeof current
and future feedstocksand refining technologies. The five feedstockswere hydrotreatedto the samelevel
of sulfur and also to the same level of total aromatics. Efforts to separatefuels suchas these into the
individual compoundshave been partially successfulin the laboratory. The number of compoundsis
extremely large, however, and it is therefore not feasible to study the combtucrdonof each individual
componentandall of thepossibleinteractionsamong thevarious components.A morepractical approach,
and the one used in this project, is to separate the fuels into a reasonable number of fractions by
dislitlation for studyin detail. Each fuel was thus separatedby distiUation into 40°F ranges of boiling
points. Sufficient quantities of each of the fractions were preparedso that they could all be testedin the
engine to determinethe combustionand emissions characteristicsof the individual fractions.

The test componentsincluded full-boiling straight-nm diesel(SRD), light cycle oil from catalytic cracking
(LCO), light coker gasoil CLCGO), and two types of coal-derivedFischer-TropschdistiUate (Yr). The



FT stocks consisted of two materials, a diesel from wax cracking and a straight-run fuel. Low-severity
hydrotreating was used to lower sulfur content of the LCO and LCGO to 0.05 M% (SRD sulfur content
was inherently low because of the crude oil from which it was made). High-severity hydrotreating of the
LCO. the LCGO, and the SRD feedstocks produced low-aromatics products with I0 vol% aromatics by
ASTM D 1319. The FT liquids are synthetic products inherently free of sulfur and aromatics. The five
feedstocks and five products were distilled into 6--8 fractions each, producing 80 fractions that were
available for analysis and testing.

Distillation of each of the five feedstocks and five products was done in a stai_ess-steel apparatus
generally following the method of ASTM D 289.2. Narrow boiling range cuts were taken every 40°F from
400 ° to 640°F. The first and last cuts includeo the initial boiling and final boiling points. The feedstocks
and the fractions were all subjected to detailed ultraviolet, gas chromatograph_nassspectrometer(GC/MS),
and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analysis, in addition to a standard battery of ASTM fuel
characterizations.

Low-Emissions Fuels

As will be described in another section,statistical analysis of the engineperformanceand emissions data
indicated that the dominant fuel effects on the emissions were the aromatic content, aromatic type, CN,
and s_ur content. It also became clear, however, that much more detailed analysis was required to
develop relationships between the various fuel properties and the emissions. In addition, the regression
equations could not be used to compute the fuel composition required to meet certain emissions targets.
A simplified approach was therefore taken in the design and formulation of a set of "low-emissions" diesel
fuels. The approach consisted of including the measured emissions data with the laboratory results for
each cut as properties for linear programming blend calculations.

Distillation of the test fuel components provided a large number of potential blend stocks for a set of low-
emissions fuels. Collectively, the potential blend stocks contained a wide range of properties, and in
general, several different blend formulations could be determined with properties meeting any particular
set of specifications. The blend compositions of I0 low-emissions fuels designed according to 3 or 4
different concepts were determined using the linear programming g,P) technique for selecting an optimal
solution from many acceptable solutions. This allowed rapid selection of a blend formulation that was
best in the particular concept.

Several preliminary actions facilitated the selection process. The Mode 2 data were selected as the mos.
appropriate for the selection. Because the LP method optimizes on a singi_ property, an "emissions
parameter'' was defined for each component by normalizing and adding the rvJrmalized emissions data in
each concept. Normalization of the emissions data was accomplished 'jy dividing the measured or
predicted emissions data by the respectivetarget value for each component. If the target emissions levels
are achieved exactly for each emissions, the emissions parameter (EP) equals 4, corresponding to the four
emissions that were considered. Values of EP below 4 indicate emissions levels better than the target, and
values greater than 4 indicate that the target level was not achieved. The EP provides a convenient
parameter for comparing different fuels, even if the target values are never achieved.

The targets, based on the Mode 2 rated torquecondition, were:

• 4 _'u3/hp-h for CO,
• 2 _n/hp-h for HC,
• 5 gm/hp-h for NOx_ and
• Number 2 for Bosch smoke.



The LP problem was set up on the computer to include as many componentsas practical, and preliminary
runs were made with the individual distillation cuts. Both the untreated light cycle oil and the high-boiling
Fischer Tropsch products were excluded because it was not possible to test these materials under all
conditions. The reSutLsshowed that adjacent cuts were in general not selected in similar quantities, so
more realistic, broad-range cut properties were calculated by linear combination of the individual cuts
weighted by their yield. This provided about 215 different blendstocks, including the full boiling range
products, available to the LP problem.

Two further actions helped reduce the scope to manageable proportions. The component properties were
entered in a spreadsheet library and set up so they could be brought into the problem readily, aUowing
a large number of components to be tried rapidly by manual action. The other action reduced the number
of formulas requiring trials. In addition to the blend formulation, the LP solution indicates the relative
utility of unused components to the blend. Preliminary LP runs quickly established that similar cuts had
similar utilities to the blends. For example, if a blend made of cuts three through five was not used in
a blend and had low utility, a blend made of cuts three through six of the same product would also have
low utility and would not oe used. These actions allowed calculation of optimal blends from a set of fuels
including the parent products and all the practical distillation cuts.

In general, the goals were to produce full boiling range fuels that would either provide the lowest possible
emissions or would provide indications of the independent effects of aromatic content and CN. Several
blend formulations we_ calculated. They differed in the constraints placed on the problem or the property
that was optimized. Table 6 gives a description of each calculated blend. Fuel 1 was designed for the
lowest possible emissions, using all of the available components. Fuel 2 had the added constraint of using
the most of one of the least valued products, the low-aromatics light cycle oil (LALCO). ConcenWations
of light-cycle oil (LCO) and light-coker gas oil (LCGO), typical of actual refinery operation, were used
to design the lowest possible emissions in Fuel 9. Fuel I0 had the same constraints as Fuel 1 except that
the high-quality Hscher Tropsch materials were not included in the blend. Fuels 3 and 4 were designed
to examine the effects of aromatic content, at a constant cetane number of 55. Fuels 5 and 6 were

designed to examine the effect of CN at constant aromatic content of 15%. Fuels 7 and 8 were designed
to be the midpoints between Fuels 3 and 4, and Fuels 5 and 6, respectively.

Table 6. Low-Emissions Fuels Descriptions

Blend No. Blend Concept Description

1 Minimumemissions

2 Minimum emissionswith maximumuse of lightcycleoil product(low-aromaticsLCO)
3 Minimumaromaticsconcentrationwith CN 55 to 56

4 Maximum aromaticsconcentrationwith CN 55 to 56

5 Maximum CN with aromatics15% to 16%

6 MinimumCN with aromatics15% to 16=/o

7 50_50mixtureof blends3 and 4"

8 50_50mixtureof blends5 and 6°

9 Minimumemissionswith LCO and LCGO productsintypicalabundance

10 Minimum emissions,FT productsexcluded

" Not calculateddirectly by linearprogramming



In this way, linear programmingwas used to compute the blend compositions based on the property and
emissions data for each component. The properties of each of the blends were also computed based on
the assumptions of linear blending. The results of these calculations for the aromatic content and the CN
are summarized in Table 7. The measured CNs, also listed in Table 7, are, in some cases, substantially
different than the target values used in the linear programming, indicating the nonlinear nature of the
cetane scale. The computed values of the other properties of _e 10 low-emissions fuels are tabulated in
Appendix A. Composition of Task 3 fuels and composition appear in Appendix D.

Table 7. Comlmted and Measured Properties
of the I.ow-Emlmflons Fuels

Fuel Aromatics Computed Measured
Number (wt %) CN CN

1 10 70 62

2 7.8 66 40

3 0.7 57 43

4 29 63 41

5 15 75 60

6 7.7 63 29

7 15 60 41

8 11.3 69 44

9 8.7 73 56

10 13.9 55 50

Data Analysis

The data setfor this work consistedof the fuel propertiesandcomposition information, in additionm the
engineperformance,emissions,andcombustiondata. The datasetwas subdividedinto the ignitionquality
measurementsand five setsof performanceandemissionsdata, onesetfor each of the five test conditions.

It was therefore possible to examine the effects of the fuel properties independentof the engine test
conditions. Each of the performance and emissionsdata sets included 81 fuel andengine combustion,
performance, andemissionsvariables. The variablenames and descriptionsare listed in Appendix B.

Preliminary analysisof the dataincluded scatterplotsof eachof the dependentvariables(CO, HC, NOx,
smokenumber) versusmany of the independentvariables. This approach revealedstrongrelationships
between both the ignition quality and emissionsvariables and the fuel fraction. These relationships
indicatedthat thedependentvariable(emissionsparameter)is relatedto the boiling point of the fuels. In
addition, the aromatic contentof someof the fuels was also strongly relatedto the boiling point (Ryan
1993; Ryan, 1992).

Initial statisticalanalysis includedstepwiseregressionof each type of the emissionsmeasurementsas
functionsof all of the independentvariables,as well as functionsof various subsetsof the independent
variables that included the physical properties, the chemical properties and composition, and the
combustion characteristics. These analysesprovided an indication of which subsetof fuel variables



accounted for most of the variation of a given dependent variable. The stepwise analysis was used to
identify variables that were colinear and also those that provided little information in the regression
analysis. These stepwise analyses were followed by best-fit regression that included all possible
combinations of a reduced set of independent variables. The results of the an-possible regressions were
used to select the best set of fuel properties to use in constructing the prediction equations for all
dependent variables at all test conditions. Residuals from each of the chosen regression fits were
examined to determine if nonlinear fuel or emission effects were present. The results indicated that linear
relationships were adequate for the range of the data examined in this work.

The best-fit regression equations provide predictions of the emissions in terms of the selected set of fuel
properties. Calculation of the fuel properties to meet emissions targets is not possible with the regression
equations; that is, they cannot be inverted to compute the fuel properties based on emissions targets. The
observation of linear relationships, however, justified the use of linear programming techniques to
formulate fuels to meet specific emissions targets.



Experimental Results and Discussion

The statisticalcorrelationsandinterpretationsoftheexperimentalresults(emissionsmeasurements)are
presentedforthetestfuelmatrix.Relationshipsbetweentheignitionqualityand theemissions
characteristicsarepresentedwithemphasison variationsattributabletofuelproperties.The roleof
varioussubsetsoftheproperties,includingphysical,chemical,andcombustionproperties,arediscussed
intermsoftherelativeimportanceofthesespecifiedsubsetsateachoperatingcondition(orMode).The
dataarethendiscussedinglobaltermsbasedonadefinedEmissionsParameter(EP).The performance
ofthelow-emissionsfuelsarealsopresentedanddiscussedinthesameterms.

Theoretical Considerations

The set of five test conditions represents fairly radical differences in the thermodynamic and overall
stoichiometric conditions used to study each fuel. As indicated, Mode 2 represents the maximum torque
condition of the engine. Mode 1 conditions are identical to Mode 2, except that the injection timing is
retarded to 3 degrces BTDC for NOx control. Mode 1 therefore represents a lower temperature and
pressure condition than does Mode 2. Differences in the NOx emissions at Mode 2 are therefore more
sensitive to fuel effects than are those at Mode 1 because of optimizationof the timing for best torque or
efficiency. Smoke numbersat Mode 2 are also probably more dependenton the fuel properties than are
those at Mode 1 becauseof retardedtiming at Mode 1 and the correspondingdependence on the physical
processes such as delayed fuel evaporation at the lower temperatures occurring in Mode 1.

Mode 3 is the rated power condition with the injection timing retarded to 3 degrees BTDC for NOx
control. Like those at Mode 1, the emissions at Mode 3 are probably dominated by physical processes
and properties, rather than fuel chemical properties and composition. Modes 4 and 5 are part-load
conditions at the rated power speed, at which the physical processes of fuel mixing are dominated by
reduced injection pressure, and which in turndominates the NOx and smoke emissions.

It is anticipated that the CO emissions are controlled primarily by the overall air-fuel ratio and the
combustion efficiency. The HC emissions are dominated by the physical processes of air-fuel mixing,
quenching, and the physicochemicalproperties that control these processes, such as the boiling rangeand
the viscosity. It should be realized,however, that there are also relationships between the fuel composition
and these physical properties. It was felt. however, that the use of fuel fractions of narrow boiling range
would make it possible to separate the effects of these physical and chemical properties. Another
consideration is that CN is a dependent variable as a l_;fformanceparameter, and it is an independent
variable in the models in which emissions are the dependent variables being correlated.

Statistical Analysis

The results of the statisticalanalysisverified that Mode 2 representedthe best test condition for examining
the fuel composition and propertyeffects on the NOx, smoke, and hydrocarbonemissions. The stepwise
analysis was first performedusing threesubsets of the independent variables. The subsets were defined
to include the combustion parameters, the physical properties, and the chemical properties. Although
different properties could have been included in each subset, the goal was to determine where, or if, the
physical or chemical properties,or the combustion parametersdominated the emissions characteristics.
For instance, one overall result was that power and CO emissionsdid not display significant fuel
dependence at any combinationof test conditions.

The combustion propertiesincludethe air-fuel ratio, peak combustion pressure,peak heat=releaserate, the
angles of occurrenceof these peak values, beginningof injection, indicated and brake power, energy input,
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cumulativeheatrelease,andthecombustionefficiency.NOx emissionswerehighlycorrelatedwiththe
combustioncharacteristicsattheratedpowerandratedtorqueconditions,withR2intherangeof0.97.
The R2 dropped dramatically at the part load conditions. The other emissions were not highly correlated
with the combustion parameters, based on R2 values below 0.5.

The fuel physical properties considered include average boiling point, heating value, initial boiling point,
T50, "1"95,specific gravity, viscosity, CN, volume percent aromatic, olefins, and saturates, and at wt %
carbon, hydrogen, and sulfur. The NOx emissions displayed dependence on the T50, the specific gravity,
the heating value, and the vol% aromatics at all but the tightest load condition. The smoke number was
correlated (R2 in the range of 0.5 to 0.75) mainly with the boiling point distribution and the vis_cosity
across the load range, indicating a dominance of _e physical processes on the soot formation and
oxidation.

The stepwise regression analysis included a very broad range of chemical composition variables. The
initial analysis included both the NMR characterizations and the GC/MS hydrocarbon-type breakdowns.
As expected, the NMR and the GC/MS data were highly colinear. The NIdR data provide a great deal
of structural information regarding the location and environment of the hydrogen within the fuel
molecules, and in that sense provide more information regarding the structure of the fuel, The statistical
analysis indicated that both the NMR and the GC/MS data provided nearly equivalent representations of
the results. It was felt that the NMR parameters are somewhat more difficult to obtain, and therefore the
subsequent statistical analysis included only the component hydrocarbon composition data obtained by
GC/MS. NOx emissions displayed a strong dependence, across the speed and load range of the engine,
on the hydrocarbon type data, with R2 in the range of 0.6 to 0.8. The ignition quality, in terms of the
engine-based CN, was also highly correlated with the chemical composition.

As indicated previously, the stepwise regression analysis was followed by linear fits using all possible
combinations of those fuel variables found to be important in one or more of the fits for each subset. The
results of these analyses were used as the basis for selecting the best linear models for each independent
variable at each test condition. While scatter plots of the residuals (degree of statistical fit of each
dependent variable) were indicative of linear behavior, efforts were made to improve the linear models
using natural log transformations, curvilinear, and interactive terms. The R2, or fit, of the model fits were
not improved by the inclusion of these nonlinear terms.

The final models for each of the emissions were developed at each speed-load condition. The results of
these analyses for the Mode 2 test condition appear to present the best indicationof the effects of the fuel
properties and composition on the CN and the emissions. The Mode 2 models are discussed in detail in
the followingparagraphs.

NOx

TheNOx emissionswerehighlycorrelatedwiththecombustionparameters,reflectingthekineticnature
oftheNOx formationmechanism.The Zeldovich(1946)kineticmodelforNO relatestheformation
processtotheconcentrationsofthenitrogenandoxygenspeciesintheflamezoneandthetimeand
temperatureofreaction.The localadiabaticflametemperatureisappropriateforuseintheZeldovich
mechanism. The adiabatic flame temperature and the overall combustion rate are directly related to the
chemical composition of the fuel. These dependencies are reflected in the regression equation that was
developed for NOx, where
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NOx = A1+ A2x(Alkylnaphthalenes)
+ A3x(Indenes) + A_x(Percent Carbon)

where the concentrations are in wt %, and the coefficients are:

AI = -96.34 R2 = 0.82

A2_ = 0.22

A3 = - 0.24

A4 - 1.17.

The regression analysis included several variables describing the aromatic structure:

• Alkyl Benzenes

• Indanes/Tetralin

• Indenes

• Naphthalene

• Alkyinaphthalene

• Acenaphthylenes

• Acenaphthenes

• Tricyclics.

The results indicate that two-ring structureslead to higher NOx levels, while the level of unsaturation
indicatedby the indenes tends to lead to lower levels of NOx. The importance of the total aromaticnature
of the fuel is probably reflected in the carboncontent.

As indicated in the stepwise fits, the fuel's physical propertiesprovided a good indication of the NOx
trendswhen they alone were used in the regressionanalysis. The final regression equationdid not include
fuel physical properties, however, because the stepwise analysis indicated that the physical properties
addedlittle to the predictionof the NOx emissions when the chemical composition parametersare included
in the analysis. This finding is related to the fact that the physical properties and the chemical
composition are colinear in many cases.

Smoke

The smoke number reflects the soot fraction of the particulate emission. Soot emissions depend on the
difference between the soot formationand the soot oxidation rates in the engine. A great deal of soot is
formed during combustion in diesel engine cylinders, but most of this soot is oxidized prior to exhaust.
The soot formation mechanism is dependent on fuel composition, the thermodynamic state in the
combustion chamber, and the mode of combustion (premixed versus diffusion). The soot oxidation
mechanism is dependent mostly on the thermodynamic state and the physical processes associated with
mixing. Regression of the Bosch smoke data indicated that only a part of the variation could be accounted
for in the fuel properties. This probably reflects the fact that the soot oxidation mechanism depends more
on the physical processes than on the chemical composition of the fuel. The final smoke equation is
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Bosch Smoke = A_. A_x(Acenaphthylenes)
+ A3x(Alkylbenzenes)+ A4x(Tricyclic Aromatic)
+ Asx(Total Aromatics)+ A_×(Vol% Aromatics)

where the concentrations are in wt % except as indicated, and where:

AI ffi 2.24 R2 = 0.61

As = - 0.065

A3 = - 0.029

A, = 0.08

As = 0.027

A_ = .-0.013

The majority of the combustion event in the test engine occurred in diffusion burning of the fuel jets.
Palmer and Curtis(1965) indicate the that tendency for soot formationin diffusion flames decreases in
the order:.

naphthalenes > benzenes > diolefms >
monolefms > paraffins

where the tendency to form soot decreases in each group with increasing molecular weight (except the
paraffins and increasingcompactness.

The results of the regressionanalysis indicate a direct relationship with the total aromaticcontent and the
concentrationof three-ringaromatics. This effect is expected based on the conclusions of Palmerand
Curtis(1965).Theinverserelationshipwiththeacenaphthylenesandthealkylbenzenesmay berelated
tothedecreasedstabilityofthetertiarycarbonatomsinthesestructures,theincreasedmolecularweight,
orthecompacmessofthesegroupsofcompounds.Inclusionofthevol%aromaticsprovidesamarginal
improvementintheR2andmay reflectaninteractionwiththedensity.

ItshouldbenotedthattheBoschsmokenumberisnotanaccuratemeasurementofthetotalmassofsoot

emissions. The regression equations generated using these data reflect this limitation, and the resulting
discussionshould be considered in light of this limitation. Futureexperiments should consist of totalmass
measurements,with an actualbreakdown between soot and the soluble fraction.

Hydrocarbon (HC)

Itwas surprisingthat01e HC emissions decreasedwithincreasingboilingpointatallspeed-load
conditions.ThisrelationshipisdemonstratedfortheFischer-TropschfuelsinFigureI,inwhichtheHC
emissionsam plottedversusthefuelfractionoraverageboilingpoint.Figure2 isa similarplotofthe
Mode 2smokedata,showingthatthesmoketendstoincreasewiththefractionnumber.Theregression
equationfortheHC emissionsreflectedthisinverserelationwiththeboilingpointdistribution,asreflected
intheTS0coefficient.T50 istheASTM D 86temperatureatwhich50vol%ofa samplewasdistilled
andcollected.As indicatedabove,theregressionequationsforthesmokedidnotincludeboilingpoint
information.Theydidindicate,however,thatboilingpointdatacouldbeusedinlieuofsomeofthe
compositiondatatoaccountforsome variationofthesmoke. The regressionequationfortheHC
emissionsis
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• HC = AI + A,.x(alkylbenzene)+A3x(TS0)
+ A4x(Indenes)+Asx(Monocycloparaffins)
+ Aex(PercentCarbon).

A l = 21.61 R 2 = 0.83

A2 = 0.095

A3 = - 0.004

A4 = - 0.15

As = 0.029

= -o.21

The unburned hydrocarbon emissions from diesel engines are dependent on both the physical processes
that occur in the engine and the fuel properties that affect combustion efficiency. The physical processes
include fuel atomization, vaporization, mixing and impingement, as well as quenching in the bulk gas
because of over-rich or over-lean conditions, and thennal quenching in the boundary layers. These are
all processes that result in incomplete burning. If the HC emissions are in fact dominated by the physical
processes that lead to incomplete combustion, the properties that lead to increased soot production will
likely produce reduced HC emissions. One possibility is that the total mass of unreacted carbon is
accounted for in either the HC or the smoke emission, with the distribution also dependent on the
conditions in the engine and the fuel properties.

The direct relationship between the HC and the alkylbenzene and the monocyclopamffins most probably
reflects the stability of these structures relative to the other hydrocarbon groups. This is supported by the
inverse relationship with the less stable indenes. The relationship to the wt % carbon probably reflects
the propensity of the fuels to form soot rather than HC.

Cetane Number

Preliminary stepwise regression analysis indicated that 89% of the variation in the CN in the test fuel
matrix can be accounted for by the average boiling point and the specific gravity. The analysis also
indicated that wt % carbon and the concentration of alkyl groups associated with aromatic rings were
directly related to the CN (12). These same relationships are reflected in the final regression equation,
where

CN = AI + A,.x(Alkylbenzene)+ As×(T50)
+ A,x(Indenes)+ Asx(Paraff'ms)
+ A_x(Speciflc Gravity) + ATx(Viscosity @ 40°C)

and in which the concentrations are in wt %, specific gravity is in gra/ml, and viscosity is in centistokes,
andwhere

A I = 277.1 R2 = 0.94

A2 = 0.54

A3 = 0.31

A4 = - 1.83

As = - 0.13

As = -437.3

A7 = - 1.98
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The direct relationship between the CN and the aromatic associated alkyl groups and boiling point
informationis consistent with the preliminary analysis. The inverse relationship with the viscosity is
probably related to the effect on fuel atomization and evaporation, and the resulting influence on the
physicalaspects of the ignitiondelay time. The specific gravityeffect is consistent with previous findings,
as reflected in the correlationsthat are used to compute the cetane index. The inverse relationship with
the indenes is consistent with the fact that the indenes have relatively high octane numbers, high
autoignitiontemperature,and a correspondinglylow CN.

The inverse relationshipof CN with the paraffinsis, however, somewhat surprisingin that the autoignition
temperaturesof the paraffinsare generally low, and the correspondingCNs high, relative to the aromatic
materials. It is possible that this effect of paraffin concentration may arise from the fact that
hydroprocessing did not increase the paraffin concentrationin aU cases. The most noticeable case was
the light cycle oil, where multicycles were converted to monocyclics and were then still aromatic.
Hydroprocessing did, however, always increase the CN of any individual feedstock because of the
increases in higher CN compounds including paraffinsand cycloparaffins. The conversion process and
distributionof products is dependent on the composition of the feedstock.

Low Emission Fuels

As firstmentioned in a previous section,the low-emission fuels were formulatedusing linearprogramming
techniques. The constraints on the propertiesand the compositions used in the calculations had to be
chosen in several cases to meet the emissions requirements defined in terms of the EP. Recall that the
EP wasdefined as a single numericparameterrepresentingthe overall emissions performance of the fuels.
The aromaticcontent and the CN data, presented in Table7, are plotted in Figures 3 and 4, respectively,
for the 10 low-emissions fuels. The targetCN for Fuels 3,4, and7 was 55 CN, while the aromaticcontent
was to vary over a range of less than 10% to 30%. The actualCNs for these fuels were in the rangeof
42 to 43, and the aromaticswere in the range of 1%to 30%.

The target aromaticcontent for Fuels 5, 6, and 8 was 15% with the CN varying from 63 to 75 CN. The
actualCNs of these fuels ranged from 30 to 60 CN, and the aromatic content varied from 8% to 15%
because of limitations imposed by the composition of the available blending materials.

As indicated previously, these results demonstrate that the CN does not always blend linearly. The
resulting fuels, although lower in CN that, originallyplanned,do offer the oppommity to study the effects
of variationin aromaticcontent at nea_ly constantCN (Fuels, 3, 7, and4 in order of increasing aromatic
content),and theeffects of variationin CN atnearly constantaromaticcontent (Fuels 5, 8, and 6 in order
of decreasing CN).

The Mode 2 condition was againselected foruse in comparisonof the low-emissions fuels. The Mode 2
NOx datafor the 10 low-emissions fuels arepresented in Figure 5. The corresponding datafor the HC,
CO, and smoke emissions are presented in Figures 6 through 8, respectively. The results in Figure 5
indicateda trendtowards increased NOx emissions as the aromaticcontent is increased from 1%to 30%.
This can be seen by comparingdatafor Fuels 3 and4. Inaddition,the HC emissions appear to decrease,
and the CO and smoke emissions increase with the increase in the aromatic content.

Increasingthe CN from 30 to 60, while holding aromaticcontent in the range of 8% to 15%, results in
a significantreductionin the NOx emissions. This variationin the CN results in a correspondingincrease
in the HC, the CO, and the smoke emissions.

Fuel I was designed to be the lowest emissions fuel that could be produced from the large number of
potential blending materials that were available in this study. Although the NOx emissions of this fuel
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were clearly the lowest, other fuels had lower levels of the otheremissions. This demonstrates the ulflity
of using the EP for the fuel-to-fuel comparisons.

The EPs computed from the linear programmingmodel and the actual values based on the measured
emissions are presented in Figure 9 for the Mode 2 test condition. Several points can be made in
examiningthe results presentedin this figure. First,the predictedEl' values areall very close to the target
level of four. This is indicative of the results of the linearprogrammingmodel, in which the EP was set
as one of the constraints. The second point is the fact that the actual EPs follow the same trends as the
predictions. This indicates that the basis of the modeling work is correct in a linear approximation. The
same conclusion was also obtained in the detailed staustical analysis in which the relationships between
the emissions and the fuel propertiesand composition arelinear. The thirdobservation is the fact that the
actual EP values are significantly below the predictedand the targetvalues in eight out of 10 cases, with
the EPs averagingabout 3.5. The EP values fromall of the test materialsexamined in the test fuel matrix
areplotted versus the average boiling points in Figure 10. The averageof all the EPs is also indicated
in the figure. As can be seen, the average Ep for the 80 fuels exa,minedin this project was 4.3 at the
Mode 2 test condition. The reductionfrom 4.3 to 3.5 indicatesthe,'fullboiling range, low-emissions fuels
can be designed andproducedusing actualblendstocks. Similarconclusions can be drawn from the data
atthe other test conditions, in which the EPs were generallybelow the target level of four,and well below
the correspondingaverage EPs for all of the components.
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Summary and Conclusions

The following are specific conclusions thatcan be drawn from the results of this task:

(1) The ignition qualityandtheemissionscharacteristicsarerelatedto theboilingpointas indicatedby
the fact the strongfunctionalrelationshipsbetween these parametersand the averageboiling point of
each fraction.

(2) The ignitionand emissions characteristicsaredirectly related to the aromaticcontent and type=ofthe
fuel, with ignitionqualityreducedandthe emissionsincreasedas the aromaticcontentincreases.

(3) Because of the relationship between the ignition quality and the aromatics, the variation of the
emissions characteristicis accountedforin the aromaticdescription of the fuel and was therefore not
found to be an important parameterin the regression equations.

(4) The relationships between the emissions and the fuel composition arelinear within the rangeof this
dataset. so that linear programmingtechniques can be used to design low-emissions diesel fuels.

(5) Low-emissions diesel fuels can be formulated using blend stocks that can, on the average, be
relatively high-emissions materials. Tht, is accomplished by processing andblending to achieve the
emissionsandcostgoals.

It is clear that further analyses could be made from the available test fuel matrix. The existing analysis
showed substantialcolinearity of severalvariablesmeasured. Some of the unexpected results of the effect
of varioushydrocarbontypes on the emission measurements must be viewed with the small rangeof the
propertiesor the inherent experimental errorin mind. The 80% - 90% of the observed variability is
accounted for in the correlation. In addition, the quantification of the dependence on type of aromatic
compound is an important finding that will likely contribute to future reformulated diesel fuels.
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APPENDIX A
Diesel Fuel Assay

Blend Properties ttnd CorrelsllOml

FuelID Blend#1 Blend#2 Blend#3 Blend#4 Bend#5 Blend#6 Blind#7 Blend#8 Blend#9 Bend#10

Acnaph_ 0.268 0.338 0,0_ 4.723 2.396 1.380 2.389 1.878 1.064 0.2m

Acmphb_y 0,171 0,205 0,038 2,789 1.469 1.034 1.414 1.252 0.767 0.120

Alkbenz 3.972 4.840 1.463 6.424 3.617 5.624 3,943 4.82i 3,348 5.821

AJk_naph 0.548 0.803 0.050 4.129 2,094 0.719 2.065 1.407 2,101 0.627

AroTriCy 0.02"/ 0.039 0.006 0,401 0.208 0.597 0.208 0,400 0.287 0.023

Aro_to! I0,0 7,8 0.7 29.0 15.0 7.7 15.0 11.3 8.7 13.9

Indans 3.500 4.206 0.777 2.645 1.384 3.816 1.711 2,480 2.062 4.771

Indenm 2.076 2.063 0.280 1.801 0.9_ 1.187 1.030 1.073 1,604 2.954

Naphlh 0.019 0.000 0.000 0.134 0.068 0,021 0.067 0.044 0,006 0067

nmrAlp 3.344 3.963 0.866 10.875 5.688 5.338 5.870 5.512 2.611 4.534

nmrAro 1.625 1.783 1.240 6.657 3.684 2.911 3.948 3.283 2.012 1.878

nmrCh 8.373 16,487 6.966 8.134 4.619 24,352 6.$80 14.486 9.062 13.969

nmrCh2 50.483 42.698 52.487 49.918 56.218 30.721 51.202 43.489 53.369 45.039

nmrCh 331.243 35.024 38.481 28.404 29.804 38.700 32.427 33.252 32.320 33252

Pant 59,149 39.331 50.838 64.239 75.041 15.979 72.539 45.510 60.577 45.412

Para_di 6.116 14.319 3.963 1.859 1.828 22.948 2.981 12.288 6.892 10.548

Pars_in 2.083 7.484 2.314 0.077 0.089 9.736 1.196 4.888 3.007 4.400

Par_mono 17.073 28.668 10.245 I0.648 11.007 37_ I 0.447 24,I28 17.472 23.657

Sat_tot 84.595 87.744 97.352 76.877 87.713 85.1105 87,114 86.804 87.966 83.905

Sp_ 0.774 0.642 0.781 0.843 0.816 0.872 0.812 0.844 0.816 0.824

TotldUV 3.417 4.080 0.838 13.524 6.917 6.122 7.181 6.520 4.329 4444

T50 496.520 504.300 437201 544.305 546,094 478.032 490.753 510.563 527.335 509294

UVdi 0.865 0.730 0.075 6.722 3.400 1.588 3.3m 2.489 1.780 0.785

UVmono 2.725 3.351 0.783 5.880 3.041 3.797 3.322 3.419 2.178 3672

UVId 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.938 0.476 0.761 0.480 0.619 0.360 O.OOO

V'_q0 3.031 3.142 2.040 3.708 3.688 2.904 2.874 3.296 3.321 3.!59

V'mlO0 1.169 1.220 0.894 1.335 1.352 1.147 1.115 1.250 1.278 1.220

Vparom 14.721 14.440 10.264 35.700 28.434 15.906 22_162 19.715 15.239 13.782

VPolef 4.043 2.586 4.891 4.255 5.221 0.845 4.573 3.023 3,721 1.624

VPaa! 76.268 82.940 84.886 60.054 71.349 83.127 72,470 77.238 80.226 83229

WtPC 81.488 56257 85.043 86.725 55.887 56.987 65.884 86.412 85.392 85.652

WIPH 13.663 13.670 14.961 13.475 14.254 12.924 14.213 13.589 14.033 13.711

WtPS 0.012 0.009 0.001 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.017 0009
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APPENDIX B
varlmm Defln#lons

VARIABLE NAMES DESCRIPTIONS DESCRIPTION8 DESCRIPTION8

ACNAPTHE Acenaphlhenes NDOTF Fuel Row Ram

ACNAPTHY Ar,enaphthylenes NAPHTH Naphthalene

AFEPA Air-Fuel Ratio (EPA) NMRALP NMR Paramemr

AFERR (AI_:_(_ _PaltlO NMRARO NMR Perame,r

AFHEY A__tio NMRCH NMR Parameter

AFLOW Air-Row NMRCH2 NMR Parameter

AFR (t_F_u_i Ratio NMRCH3 NMR Parameter

AFRS A_ir-FuelRatio PARA Pammns
(Smi:Bio( un=)

A.=S.=.o'." ...o PA.:._o,( p_ndtEq.)
ALKBENZ Nkyl Benzene PARA TRI TdcydopamlAns

ALK_NAPH Alkyt Naphthalanes PAR MONO Monoo/oiopemfllns

API API Gravity PHIHEY Equiveienot Ratio (Heywood)

APMAX Angle of Pmax PHISPDT EquivaJenoeRatio (Spindt)

AQMAX Angle of Qmlx PMAX Peak CombustionPressure

AROTRIOY TrtcyclioAmmalio QIN Enelgy Input

ARO TOT TotalAroma_ QMAX Peak Heat-FleleaseRate

BCO Brake-Speoifl¢Co QR Apparent CombustionEffldency !

BHC Brake.Spedfl¢ HC QTOT CumulativeHeat Release

BHP Brake Power SAT_TOT Total Saturates

BKNOX Bmke-Sl:l_dtioNOx SMOKE BoschSmoke

BPAVG _ov_e Boiling TIO Temperature at 10%

BTE _[j_nwT_ermal T30 30%

CARBON Fuel Carbon TSO 50%

CID976 Ce 70%

CVCA __Ce_) Number TIN Intake AirTemperature

EP End Point TOTALUV UV Aromatio

FFLOW Fuel Row UVDI UV Dicyoii¢Aroma_

FHP FrictionPower UVMONO UV MonocyoiicAromatig

FLNUM Fuel Number uV'rRI UV Trio/dig Aromatic

FRAC Fuel Fraction VIS40 Viscosityst 40°C
Number

FUEL Fuel Name VIS100 Visoosttyat 100"C

HV HeatingValue VPAROM Volume Percent Aromatic

HYDROGEN Fuel Hydrogen VPOLEF Volume Percent Olefln

IBP InitialBoilingPoint VPSAT Volume Pement Saturate

INDANS Indanes WI'PC Weight Percent Carbon

INDENES Indenes WTKPH Weight Percent Hydrogen

MAP ManifoldPressure WTPS Weight Percent Sulfur
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Tsble Cl 5'cot l,z'opez_ie-

I_01 Ylrae _ JUPZ IIPA_I; 710 'rJ0 '/'00 '_;0 lip Irf v2Ji40 v'j[J 100
Ir_AX 0 0.78 60.40 S00.3 407.0 449.0 S02.0 592.0 620.0 108?4 ;..42 1.06
FrN_6X 1 0.75 64.20 3i2.7 36S.0 362.0 373.0 420.0 466.0 10095 ;.16 0.42
F'?HAX 2 0.?6 63.90 421.7 397.0 404.0 416.0 462.0 474.0 10063 ;.40 0.74
F_fJU¢ 3 0.77 S2.00 45S.3 436.0 444.0 453.0 476.0 400.0 188?6 ;.86 0.86
I_lr_x 4 0.78 50.30 491.7 478.0 486.0 490.0 507.0 521.0 10008 ;..37 1.02

5 0.79 4|.70 632.? 522.0 524.0 S31.0 645.0 S67.0 11087 ".11 1.24
r'NAX 6 0.79 47.30 567.7 SS8.0 562.0 564.0 679.0 609.0 18045 4.01 1.46
_AX ? 0.80 45.60 616.7 60?.0 611.0 616.0 620.0 63i.0 10901 !.71 1.00

0 0.84 37.09 601.0 436.0 464.0 491.0 576.0 612.0 10542 ;.67 1.10
t,At,¢:OO 1 0.82 41.00 392.7 374.0 302.0 390.0 414.0 430.0 10656 ;.35 0.69

2 0.03 39.?0 420.3 404.0 410.0 41?.0 440.0 466.0 10661 ;.50 0.TiF
ZJI;,dCX)O3 0.83 38.49 451,0 43?,0 442.0 448.0 4411.0 48S.0 10S62 ".98 0.90

4 0.84 3i.59 406.? 474.0 479.0 483.0 603.0 620.0 10S39 ;.61 1.00
ZJ_O0 S 0.85 36.17 618.0 508.0 512.0 516.0 630.0 546.0 18523 _.37 1.28

6 0.8S 36.01 566.7 548.0 662.0 654.0 666.0 574.0 18647 4.63 1.SS
Z,M,¢OO ? 0.86 34.60 606.3 695.0 599.0 402.0 622.0 644.0 20672 _.10 2.07

0 0.86 32.S0 496.0 419.0 419.0 488.0 581.0 657.0 18447 ;.66 1.11
I,AZ,CO I 0.85 35.30 384.0 362.0 3?2.0 384.0 406.0 419.0 18412 ;.33 0.?0
LM,¢O 2 0.86 32.60 422.7 412.0 414.0 422.0 434.0 463.0 10401 ;.75 0.04
I,AZ,,,t"O 3 0.87 31.$9 466.7 446.0 460.0 454.0 470.0 400.0 10390 :.:7 1.12
t,M,CO 4 0.87 30.99 487.3 477.0 482.0 486.0 499.0 614.0 18390 :.71 1.12
Z,M,¢O S 0.87 30.31 522.3 614.0 517.0 620.0 630.0 644.0 18412 3.S0 i.32

6 0.87 31.09 5S3.3 647.0 SS0.0 662.0 681.0 574.0 18462 4.47 1.64
? 0.84 36.00 631.7 606.0 613.0 620.0 689.0 715.0 18646 ".=2 2.15

I,KS/LD 0 0.83 39,39 634.3 442.0 507.0 639.0 622.0 664.0 18850 _.._.? 1.29
_ 0.79 47.80 280.7 241.0 2S8.0 278.0 323.0 361.0 18461 :.76 0.45

Z,AJI/U) : 0.83 39.99 409.3 386.0 396.0 404,0 430.0 465.0 18524 ;.53 0.75
3 0.04 37.40 46S.3 440.0 446.0 452.0 474.0 411.0 10812 ;.:2 0.96
4 0.83 311.90 49S.3 482.0 489.0 494.0 $10.0 626.0 10592 2.111 1.16
S 0.82 41.00 540.0 630.0 534.0 530.0 552.0 562.0 10680 3.46 1.32
4 0.83 30.70 577.0 587.0 673.0 577.0 617.0 697.0 10875 4.35 1.68
_ 0.14 37.60 622.0 816.0 418.0 (20.0 631.0 841.0 10610 s.ig 1.94

LOW) I 0.8? 31.S9 600.3 43S.0 462.0 492.0 574.0 608.0 18257 :.58 1.10
Z,CGO 2 0.84 3(;.89 411.3 395.0 403.0 410.0 429.0 461.0 18371 ;.46 0.73
I,C00 3 0.86 33.71 4S8.3 446.0 451.0 456.0 4?3.0 491.0 18342 :.:1 0.90

4 0.07 30.40 494.3 486.0 491.0 495.0 S08.0 526.0 18279 :.77 1.11
Z,CCIO 5 0.89 28.01 630.0 630.0 533.0 53?.0 647.0 666.0 10242 3.97 1._,_
Z,C3_ 8 0.89 27.01 6?2.0 S6S.0 689.0 671.0 500.0 695.0 10247 .=.44 1.89
I,¢OO ? 0.91 24.10 612.0 603.0 608.0 809.0 624.0 645.0 18339 lC.08 2.40
i,¢:O 0 0.95 i7.40 54t.7 476.0 609.0 636.0 834.0 809.0 17900 3.16 i.20
Z,CO 1 0.80 28.41 412.3 384.0 397.0 410.0 443.0 460.0 17943 ".;S 0.6S
_,CO 2 0.91 23.20 469.7 447.0 465.0 469.0 473.0 492.0 17920 ".:3 0.tl
I,C0 3 0.93 20.31 490.7 483.0 488.0 490.0 499.0 618.0 17893 _..;4 0.94
LCO 4 0.94 18.39 622.7 615.0 618.0 622.0 631.0 644.0 17871 :.'.8 1.09
LCO S 0.95 16.81 664.0 548.0 650.0 652.0 582.0 S?S.0 17860 3.74 1.31

I LeO 8 0.97 14.60 509.0 603.0 608.0 680.0 698.0 614.0 17842 .=.47 1.64
;,CO ? 1.00 10.30 867.0 643.0 84S.0 651.0 877.0 734.0 17701 12.30 2.40
LJ_QO 0 0.85 35.70 485.0 427.0 4S4.0 476.0 552.0 699.0 18438 ;.31
_SZ,COO '. 0.82 41.40 392.0 360.0 374.0 389.0 427.0 467.0 10408 ;.;6 0_68
_SU_30 2 0.83 39.00 418.7 399.0 407.0 415.0 442.0 467.0 18461 ;.52 0.78

3 0.84 36.89 450.7 432.0 439.0 447.0 473.0 492.0 18441 ;.30 0.87
_.SI,C:QO 4 0.8S 34.S0 48?.0 473.0 4?8.0 484.0 504.0 628.0 18409 :.52 1.06
_q,.___GOS 0.84 32.50 624.7 612.0 610.0 623.0 639.0 SS0.0 18308 3.46 1.30
_'Z,CO0 8 0.87 31.20 500.7 598.0 572.0 577.0 567.0 824.0 18418 ='.81 !.$8
_rZ_O 0 0.92 22.30 521.3 432.0 491.0 618.0 814.0 682.0 17991 ;.36 1.16
.?.,8;,CO i 0.88 28.41 421.0 370.0 403.0 424.0 469.0 510.0 17998 :...19 0.70
I_1I_'O 2 0.91 24.30 471.0 444.0 456.0 467.0 602.0 $44.0 17987 ;.)9 0.88

3 0.92 23.09 493.7 472.0 478.0 488.0 521.0 540.0 17983 :.34 0.99
1,8I,CO 4 0.92 21.80 523.7 503.0 510.0 619.0 549.0 5?2.0 17972 2.)S 1.02
_SZ_'O 5 0.94 19.81 559.7 643.0 $49.0 557.0 679.0 696.0 17963 ;.;1 1.39
_,SLCO 8 0.95 17.70 GOS.0 595.0 699.0 803.0 E17.0 630.0 17967 _.41 1.85
LsLCO 7 0.96 17.49 671.7 850.0 866.0 883.0 702.0 738.0 18171 ;_._7 2.89
SRD 0 0.85 36.80 560.7 466.0 523.0 .=51.0 836.0 672.0 18528 ".=2 1.34
SRZ) '- 0.81 42.21 39e.0 330.0 3??.0 404.0 452.0 475.0 18502 ;.26 0.58
SRO 2 0.84 36.06 482.0 466.0 473.0 480.0 S01.0 515.0 18457 :.;8 0.99
SRD 3 0.85 35.30 S00.0 486.0 492.0 498.0 $16.0 $29.0 18456 _._0 1.10
SP,D 4 0.85 35.36 526.3 514.0 518.0 523.0 542.0 $58.0 18486 _.;8 1.25
SRD 5 0.85 36.94 552._ 544.0 $48.0 650.0 564.0 576.0 18635 3..=5 1.42
SP,D _ 0.06 36.$8 588.3 $78.0 $81.0 504.0 697.0 810.0 18681 =.'0 1.70
S/U) 7 0.86 33.23 624.3 617.0 820.0 822,0 634.0 643.0 10635 _.a6 2.08
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COMPOS11ON OF TASK 3 BLENDS, WEIGHT FRACTION OF COIIIPONBiTS

COMP. ID _ NUMBER

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0

WI3 N/A N/A 0.7334 N/A N/A N/A 03667 N/A N/A N/A

W44 0.1268 0.0700 N/A 0.0942 0.1390 N/A 0.0471 0.0695 0.1326 IWA
i

W56 0.3141 0.1735 0.0493 0.4131 0.5419 N/A 0.2312 0.2710 0.3284 0,5421

W77 N/A N/A 0.0303 0.1 !04 0.1252 N/A 0.0704 0.0626 N/A N/A

AD46 0.1879 0,0012 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.0241 N/A

AD77 0.0518 0.0003 N/A N/A N/A lq/A N/A N/A 0.0066 0.0142

AD88 0.0498 0.0003 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.0064 0.0136

AG36 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.2004

SC34 N/A N/A N/A 0.2317 0,1175 N/A 0.1159 0.0588 N/A IWA

SC56 N/A _A N/A 0.1506 0.0764 0.0534 0.0753 0.0649 F,ItA N/A

SC77 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.0242 N/A 0.0121 N/A N/A

ACi I N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.1283 N/A 0.0642 N/A N/A

AC25 N/A 0.4186 0.1477 N/A N/A 0.7941 0,0739 0.3971 0.1422 N/A
,, ,,,, , ,

AC67 NJA 0. II13 0.0393 NJA N/A N/A 0.0197 N/A 0.0378 H/A

SRD N/A N/A N/A NJA N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.2769 N/A

LSLCGO 0.2696 0.2248 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.0450 0.2297

,oooo,oooo,.ooooi,oooo1,.oooo,ooool,oooo,ooooj,0000
N/A = Not applicable
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COMPOSITION AND CALCULATED CETANE OF DISTILLED BLEND COMPONENTS FOR TASK 3 TEST FUELS
,,

INCLUDED
DISTILLATION

CUTS DISTILLATION
COMP. ID FUEL, CUT YIELD % SPECIFIC VOL% SULFUR,

NOS. PARENT GRAVITY WT% C WT% H AROMATICS PPM CVCA CN
i

W 13 FTWAX, I-3 42.5 0.7609 84.58 15.42 0.2 18 57.4 50.8

W44 FTWAX,4 11.5 0.7783 85.00 15.00 0.2 30 72.1 82.4

W56 FTWAX, 5-6 28.5 0.7886 85.08 14.92 0.2 15 77.2 88.0

W77 FTWAX,7 17.5 0.7990 84.93 15.07 0.2 I0 87.3 87.3

AD46 LASRD, 4-6 49.0 0.8273 85.70 14.30 9.6 10 52.9 64.7

AD77 LASRD, 7 13.5 0.8373 85.62 14.38 7.6 10 79. ! 93.0
_ . ,, i ,,, , ii i,. ,, w ,

AD88 LASRD, 8 13.0 0.8408 85.65 14.35 6.0 12 82.0 93.0

AG36 LALCGO,3-6 49.4 0.8424 86.57 13.43 10.7 12 36.5 45.1
. . , ,

SC34 LSLCO, 3--4 37.O 0.9188 88.95 11.05 76.0 34 16.4 22.6

SC56 LSLCO, 5--6 24.1 0.9407 89.36 10.64 76.5 52 19.1 25.4
,, , ,

SC77 LSLCO, 7 10.9 0.9497 89.03 10.86 75.0 1140 26,4 35.0
i

AC11 LALCO, I 11.3 0.8479 86.81 13.19 12.6 10 22.4 30.4

AC25 LALCO,2-5* 70.1 0.8691 86.43 13.57 10.7 10 32.2 38.9

AC67 LALCO,6-7, 18.6 0.8533 85.96 14.04 8.7 10 47.9 57.5

• Re-distilled tor blend production, the cutpoint between AC25 and AC67 was midway through original cut 6.
. ,.
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